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Introduction 
by Eric Olsen

A common theme runs through the 28 contributions in this 
third volume of our Best of Books by the Bed collection, and 
that theme is mess. Besides discussing the books they’re cur-
rently reading at night before dropping off to sleep, or books 
they’re planning to read next, or books they have read but 
haven’t quite gotten around to putting away, a rather intriguing 
number of our contributors also talk about the mess of books 
by their beds, starting with Dale Bridges and his “tome tow-
ers,” “disjointed Jenga-like constructions that appear stable but 
crash to the floor if you look at them funny.” 

Now I can’t look—whether funny or any other way—at 
the stacks of books by my own bed, at that mess, without 
thinking “tome towers,” and thank you very much, Dale, for 
that image ….

Mary Morris tells us about a Japanese word she recently 
discovered that perhaps most typifies her particular afflic-
tion when it comes to books: Tsundoku. It roughly translates 
to “someone who buys books and lets them pile up without 
reading them.” Mary writes, “I suffer somewhat from this trait. 
I buy books because I just must have them and then they sit 
around, sometimes for years, before I actually read them. The 
books at my bedside flow over to the dresser and then out into 
several piles stacked in the hall.” 

I’m likewise afflicted, and I must say it’s nice to finally 
have a name for the affliction, not that having a name for it 
moderates in any way my impulse to buy books I may never 
get around to reading. But it is good to have interesting books 
around, I believe, books I intend to read at some point, such 
intention somehow giving shape and substance to an otherwise 
vague future. And I can’t shake the feeling that something in 
books stacked nearby, especially good books, seeps out while 
we sleep, and may have a beneficial impact on one’s own writ-
ing, and no matter what a mess the books might be.
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But then I guess that’s why so many writers seem to have 
messes of books by the bed. As Grant Faulkner (no relation to 
William, he insists) writes while discussing how “messy and 
sprawling” his own reading life has become, “I don’t think 
‘messy’ and ‘sprawling’ have to carry negative connotations, 
though.”

Indeed not. In fact, mess is our friend. This is hardly a new 
notion, of course. Einstein, no slouch when it came to having 
lots of new ideas, had a notoriously sloppy office, and main-
tained that the mess helped him think. And I’m reminded of 
Edgar Wind’s 1960 essay, Art and Anarchy, in which he argues 
that “a certain amount of turmoil and confusion is likely to call 
forth creative energies. As we know from the uneasy lives that 
were led by Dante, Michelangelo or Spenser (not to speak of 
Mozart or of Keats), the outward circumstances under which 
great art is produced are often far from reassuring.” 

Of course, by “turmoil” or “confusion,” Wind is talking 
about such things as war, famine, revolution, pestilence, as 
well as drug and alcohol addictions and tumultuous and il-
licit affairs, complete with angry cuckolded husbands waving 
swords, not an unsteady tome tower by a bed. But the dif-
ferences might be more of degree than substance. Numerous 
studies show a clear relationship between a person’s tendency 
toward and tolerance of mess and that individual’s creative 
abilities. 

So bottom line? Put more books on that tome tower, and 
sweet dreams!

About the cover: 
The cat on the cover is Tyson, a rescue kitty from New 

York City, now residing in California. He misses New York, 
though not the rats that were bigger than he is. He especially 
enjoys sitting by copies of The New Yorker and The New York 
Review of Books. 

The painting on the wall above Tyson is a print of “Le 
Reve” (“The Dream”) by Pablo Picasso. Supposedly he 
painted it in one afternoon in 1932. The woman in the painting 
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is apparently his 22-year-old mistress, Marie-Therese Walter. 
Picasso was 55 at the time. 

I’ve been fascinated by the painting since the Las Vegas 
casino mogul and art collector Steve Wynn stuck his elbow 
through the lower right corner back in 2006, thus squelching a 
deal he’d made to sell the painting to hedge-fund gazillionaire 
Steven Cohen for $139 million. Wynn paid $90,000 to fix the 
tear, then reportedly sold it to Cohen a second time, in 2013, 
but now for $155 million.

When a friend of mine saw an early version of the cover 
with the painting, she remarked, “You do know, I’m sure, that 
Picasso painted an erect, uh, how shall I put this, uh, an erect, 
uh, member as part of Marie-Therese’s face?”

“Of course,” I quickly replied. “Everyone knows that.”
I had no idea. I consulted Wikipedia first thing, and sure 

enough, there in the second paragraph no less, how Picasso 
had “painted an erect penis, presumably symbolizing his own,” 
in the face of his model. This prompted one art critic to suggest 
that, given the fact that the appendage in the painting is any-
thing but erect, and given Picasso’s age at the time, and that of 
his mistress, the title of the painting should perhaps have been 
“Wishful Thinking.” 

Of course, now when I see the painting, I don’t see any-
thing else. 

No doubt Picasso’s studio was a mess….

October 1, 2015
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Dale Bridges
Dale is a fiction writer, essayist, and freelance journalist 
living in Austin, Texas. His writing has been featured in 
more than thirty publications including The Rumpus, The 
Masters Review, and Barrelhouse Magazine. He has won 
awards from the Society of Professional Journalists for 
his feature writing, narrative nonfiction, and cultural criti-
cism, and his essays and short stories have appeared in 
a number of anthologies. His debut short story collection, 
Justice, Inc., was released in 2014. 

Read an excerpt from Justice, Inc. at wewantedto-
bewriters.com/arcology, or check out Dale’s website, da-
lebridges.org. 
 
About a year ago I started working at a used bookstore, which 
is a bit like an alcoholic getting a job at a winery. Temptation is 
everywhere.

Imagine the size apartment a writer/bookseller can afford, 
and then cut those dimensions in half. That’s where I live with 
my wife and our psychotic cat, The Tempest. We have three 
bookshelves that are crammed to bursting, but that doesn’t 
stop me from creating tome towers in every room, disjointed, 
Jenga-like constructions that appear stable but crash to the 
floor if you look at them funny.

We don’t have a bed, per se, but there’s a mattress on the 
floor in the bedroom and an ever-changing tome tower on 
my side that The Tempest pushes onto my head whenever the 
little serial killer gets bored. The stack contains new books 
I’m enjoying for the first time and old favorites that I re-read 
pathologically.

Amy Falls Down is the latest novel by the incomparable 
Jincy Willett. I feel like a Bible salesman when I talk about 
Willett. So few people have heard the Good News, and I 
desperately want to convert them. Amy Falls Down is a dark, 
sharp-witted satire of the publishing industry. Willett skewers 
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everyone from online trolls to radio commentators to elderly 
Norman Mailer-wannabes. I love this book.

If I manage to convert someone to Willettism, I then move 
on to Richtianity. Twin Study is Stacey Richter’s second short 
story collection, and it is a flawless combination of postmodern 
satire, pop magical realism, and good ol’ fashion storytelling. 
No other fiction writer makes me shoot vodka out of my nose 
like Richter.

I’ve been reading a lot of short story collections lately. I 
know they’re passé, but there’s no better place to find exciting 
new voices. Okla Elliott’s From the Crooked Timber is one of 
those wonderful small-press books that make you ache with 
anticipation for what’s to come next from the author. These are 
gritty stories filled with physical and psychological trauma, but 
there are small rays of sunlight if you look hard enough.

There are no such sunny moments so far in Jim Thomp-
son’s Savage Night, however. I’m only about fifty pages into 
the novel, but from past experiences with Thompson I’m not 
going to hold my breath. Thompson was written off as just 
another pulp fiction writer during his lifetime, but he’s become 
something of a cult figure since his death. I wouldn’t want to 
live in a Thompson universe every day, but it’s a damn enter-
taining place to visit. 

Posted June 20, 2014


